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It took several people with several very different 
talents to compile this campaign plan, but what we 
all had in common is our sight. It really puts into 
perspective just what we can do with our eyes and 
how much we can’t without them. That is why we 
bring you a plan with consideration for real actions 
and real results so you can empower others to 
become empowered.

Presented by the Journalism 445 class of Fall 2012:
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A solution in sight, revisited.
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Suresh Chandra founded Combat Blindness to resolve the 
primary cause of blindness in developing countries: Vitamin 

A deficiency in children and cataracts in adults. Since then, more 
than 162,000 surgeries were funded through the foundation. CBI 
(Combat Blindness International now reaches globally.) In order 
to strengthen awareness of this foundation, we delve into CBI’s 
past activities to develop some insights to what is most suitable 
for it.

Strategic Foundation
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Combat Blindness International, 
based in Madison, Wisconsin, 

was founded in 1984 in reply to a 
need to bring affordable solutions 
to impoverished blind people. To 
achieve that mission, CBI partnered 
with the University of Wisconsin’s 
UW Health, Vision 2020: The 
Right to Sight, and various local 
medical facilities to fill the need for 
manpower. What is left is funding. 
As of now, the cost of a cataract 
surgery is just $20. This becomes a 
key point in soliciting donations, 
that only $20 can change a person’s 
life.

A June 2008 Newsweek article “The Coming Charity Crisis” talks about charity 
recession. Economic downturn has affected gross U.S. charities with single-digit-
percentage drops. However, this should not be a major concern as the data pool for 
donations to CBI doesn’t yield general-trend data, limited by the amount of people 
who have made contact with it. “The Coming Charity Crisis” cites EHL Consulting 
Group managing director Robert Evans, that the best indicators to watch aren’t from 
extravagant public events for the rich or relying on unconnected middle-class donors 
like Salvation Army does. Rather, Evans suggests the most effective fundraising isn’t 
holding high-scale galas but word-of-mouth appeal from friend to friend, colleague to 
colleague.

Gallup Poll 2008 cites charitable activity to be highest among americans aged 30 and 
older compared to those 18 to 29. It makes sense since, as Evans said, “You pay your 
bills first and then start making charitable gifts.” Philanthropy is a luxury. Newsweek 
cites Giving USA’s data that during the last 40 years, charitable giving does fall during 
economic downturns  but even after resuming economic growth, charitable giving 
does not necessarily rise. Evans attributes slumps not to patterns of the economy 
but “traumatic events that might cause donors to seize up.” 9/11, the assassination of 
Kennedy and Watergate were all years in which gross donations fell.

Giving USA’s “2012 Annual Report on Philanthropy,” shows more favorable recent 
statistics, courtesy of charitynavigator.org:
•	Total giving to charitable organizations rose 4% from 2010.
•	Individuals giving, including bequests and family foundations, accounts for $9 out 

of every $10.
•	Donations are up 2.7% to health charities and up 7.6% to international charities.

Philanthropy.com, home of “The Chronicle of Philanthropy.” say more people are 
giving online, although in smaller amounts, even though online giving accounts for 
less than 10% of dollars charities collect.

This is all in light of 11% fall from giving from 2007. That is to say, CBI falls into a 
favorable position to be receiving donations.

Although CBI was founded nearly three decades ago, very few people know about it. 
Asking Madison residents about their knowledge of the CBI foundation returns an 
austere result that no one has. This lack of presence is further noted in the 2000 to 
3000 individuals who receive the CBI newsletter, the double-digit count of facebook 
followers and ultimately, the diminished donations.

That is to say, the time to be known is now. People donate everyday. In fact, two-thirds 
of all donations are made during business hours rather than in the evening, according 
to the Chronicle of Philathropy. What is most important is finding donors who will 
support the cause. How we make ourselves known is a different story. First, we should 
evaluate our strengths, weaknesses, threats and opportunities.

Key Insights
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•	 Non-profit Image: people feel positively about the 
organization because of its charitable image

•	 Cost: relatively low cost to make a large impact on someone’s 
life

•	 Volunteers: many people are willing to donate their time as 
well as their money to a good cause

•	 Non-profit organization: people are always trying to find new 
ways to give back

•	 Participate in cause-marketing: team up with another 
company and have part of the proceeds go to the Combat 
Blindness

•	 Ability to use high-efficiency-low-budget strategies like social 
media and word-of-mouth

•	 Paired with like-minded organizations: allowing for shared 
resources and potential to reach more people 

•	 Low Budget
•	 Known only to a few
•	 Outreach effort is not meeting outreach potential
•	 People need to see this organization as tangible and credible
•	 Website visuals are too text-dense and does not appeal to the 

general public
•	 Donation system is not accessible enough to current donors
•	 Small staff: insufficient manpower

•	 Aging donor base: need to appeal to a younger audience to 
ensure a donor base in the future

•	 Economy: limited funds from donors in a less stable economy
•	 Rivals: other non-profit, medical establishments such as 

Breast Cancer, Autism, etc. all have higher visibility than 
Combat Blindness

•	 Donors eventually stop giving or give less

S . W . O . T .    A n a l y s i s
Strengths Weaknesses

Opportunities Threats
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1. Be aware of your environment.
Get involved in the Madison community so that your name is 
spread around locally. Local support is the foundation of a larger 
picture. It builds you social capital and, eventually, both drive and 
credibility for your much longer global vision.

2. Be innovative.
There are some risks that you must be willing to take in order 
to move forward in the competetive realm of non-profit. Rather 
than thinking of them as dangers, think of these undertakings as 
your resolve to make your mission a success.

3. Do things that set you apart from other 
non-profit organizations.

This establishes your brand image through strategic positioning. 
Make sure people know just why CBI is a worthy cause to 
shoulder.

4. Create opportunities for volunteers.
Believe us when we say there are so many people willing to 
donate their time to this cause. Give them an opportunity to be 
part of your family. Outreach can’t start if you don’t reach out 
first.

5. Keep the public informed about the 
organization, its missions, new activities 
and accomplishments 

People lead busy lives. While you don’t want to intrude on their 
lives, it’s essential to have presence both in keeping old friends 
and making new ones.

1. Get to know the neighbors.
We focused on reaching out to more local places, getting more 
volunteers to both get involved and donate to CBI as well as 
promote CBI to its patrons. We also made suggestions for Facebook 
and Twitter. If social media is used correctly, it is one of the best 
ways to reach an audience, and this will also help us find a younger 
generation of donors to sustain the donation pace.

2. There is no box to think outside of.
We created a fun, hands-on event for people of all ages to help 
make the community aware of CBI.This event is a novel take on the 
traditional “run for _____” model. Though it’s new, it might just 
make splashes and persist as a tradition for years to come.

3. Be different.
Why are we special? Because unlike other non-profits, we have a 
“$20 job.” Unlike many other groups, we can put tangible items 
up for comparison to the price of sight. That is an indispensible 
strength in our favor and we should let people know.

4. Make new friends.
The aforementioned event calls for manpower and volunteers 
are not in shortage. Gallup poll 2008 reports 64% of  Americans 
currently volunteered for a charity in the 12 months before the poll 
was closed. People who support you will naturally talk about you.

5. Break the ice first.
We created fliers to put with brochurs in optometrist offices, eye-
glass stores, and churches and temples around Madison. We also 
created a new video and a radio script to promote CBI’s cause. 
Finally, we suggested revisions on the newsletter’s model to make it 
more reader-friendly and focus more on the question: “Why does 
CBI need you?”

Key Strategic Principles Creative Directives



The key to a successful creative is to produce not only 
brilliant messages but to integrate these messages into an 

umbrella plan. There needs to be strategy, a reason why. For CBI, 
the reason is “attention.”

Creative Plan
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When considering what appeals best to our audience, 

we believed nothing was stronger than: 

“what if you couldn’t use your eyes?” 
Vision is something almost everyone can relate to.

With eyes, you can do things on your own. You don’t need someone 
to tell you just where everything is.

You can help others as well as yourself.

We’ve centered all of our materials
around that desire to be independent

and self-sufficient
because sight is so necessary for the 
privileged and even more so for the less fortunate.

We want to present information and solid 

statistics in perspective for them
into packets that they can chew and digest easily.

This way, combating blindness becomes a more relatable goal.

Being able to see is a wonderful gift. Once it is packaged. wrapped up and 
placed on a shelf with a prepaid stamp, people will be more willing to buy it for 

someone who needs it.

Jenny and Peter have been happily married for ten years.

They live in in Middleton with daughters Annette and Helen. Jenny works at the 
human resources office for a local pharmaceutical company where she recently got 
promoted last year. Peter is a developer for an educational software company.

Annette and Helen usually take the school bus home from elementary school but Peter 
off work earlier on Fridays so he picks them up in the family mini-van to take them 
straight to skating lessons.

The family spends Saturdays out grocery shopping, at the park, at the mall or 
volunteering at the community garden. On Sundays, they go to Presbytarian church a 
little earlier than most others to help set up for the regular parish luncheons. 

Though they have a combined annual income of $100,000, Jenny and Peter are slowly 
downshifting their spending. They teach their daughters how to save and share. They 
regularly donate old clothes to Goodwill and bring food to school food drives every 
winter.

Target Audience



22 23Mark and Molly’s first grandson was born last month.

They came back from a two-week holiday in Los Angeles after visiting their son, 
daughter-in-law and new grandson. For fifty-nine and fifty-five, they are very active 
and like to jog and swim regularly. Both are Catholic and rarely miss bible studies at 
their local cathedral, particularly Molly who has a Master’s degree in History, was a 
teacher, and loves anything about books.

Peter is adamant about not retiring till eighty. He is in perfect health, exemplary of a 
good physician, and works at a small but respected children’s clinic. His clients describe 
him as a friendly and easy-to-talk-to man. He works extra hours on Saturdays in a 
charity medical program for uninsured children and young adults at the clinic.

Molly playfully resents his packrattishness. She often donates the sweaters and clothes 
he never wears when he isn’t looking. He doesn’t find out till years later when he can’t 
find ‘that one red vest.’ In addition to working at the library, she holds a ladies’ book 
club at their home with women from her parish and mothers of her son’s schoolday 
friends. They are not particularly well-known in their parish or community but those 
who do know them are fond of them.

Normally, they are very frugal but particular about eating organic produce and buying 
from local businesses. They spend extravagantly only once a year, usually for holidays 
or for a vacation.

The target audience is comprised of those individuals most likely to donate to any 
charitable cause and to Combat Blindness specifically.

Based on Gallup Poll data and Simmons OneView research, these Americans are:

•	 Over 30
•	 Highly religious
•	 Members of upper-income households

This audience is much more likely to donate time as well as money.

We can also reach out to students in Optometry School to begin relationship 
marketing. While they are not currently in the target audience, they are entering a field 
that will place them in upper-income households, and they will have a personal stake 
in the Combat Blindness cause. 

“Charitable activity tends to be at its highest among Americans aged 30 and older, 
compared to those aged 18 to 29.” (Gallup Poll data, 2008)

“Members of upper-income households are much more likely than those in lower-
income households to say they donated money to religious and nonreligious causes 
in the past year, but they are also more likely to have donated their time.” (Gallup Poll 
data, 2008)

The highly religious are more likely to donate money and time to charity (Gallup Poll 
data, 2008)

Simmons data from 2010 confirms this. Respondents ages 18-24 are very unlikely to 
volunteer their time (index 82). In addition, those who identified as Presbyterian were 
significantly more likely to volunteer time.

Target Audience Target Breakdown
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The Madison area hosts many charity runs and drives for medical organizations. To 
keep hold in this city that is headquarters to CBI is to maintain a strong foundation. In 
order to make a distinct presence, unique position cannot be stressed enough. Let’s talk 
about what gives CBI an edge against much larger organizations like Susan G. Komen.

Impact of a single donation:
It only takes a $20 donation to rid a person of cataracts and restore sight. That is a huge 
amount of utility for the same price as: two CDs, a new shirt, a bottle of wine, a sushi 
dinner.... Once those $20 are put into perspective, (forgive the most terrible pun pun) 
you’d have to be blind to not see the difference it could make to someone’s life.

Low cost ‘packages’ of donations:
Spending is the same for donating and for shopping. You take a look at the price tag 
first and decide in the next few minutes (or seconds, if you’re in a hurry) if you want 
to buy it or not. CBI brands the $20 per surgery into every article. This isn’t a large 
sum. To put it into digestable chunks, we can count it in terms of ‘surgeries performed,’ 
making it so much more meaningful. People who see us more than once are prepared 
for the same personal ‘goal’ they set in their heads after seeing $20. Thus, the more 
presence we make, the more prepared people exposed to our presence are to donate.

Charitable image:
People feel positively about non-profits and their work.

“Despite the current economic climate, 75% of Americans say they have donated 
money to a charitable cause within the past 12 months”

“Charitable giving is a way of life for Americans, most of whom (75%) have provided 
financial support to a non-religious charity over the past year.” (Gallup Poll data, 2008)

We Offer

•	 A chance to do something 
good.

•	 A fun event  to break up a 
stressful schedule.

•	 Information on a prevalent 
global health issue.

•	 Internship.

•	 Volunteer opportunities.

They Receive

•	 A chance for some feel-good.

•	 An excuse to get out, get 
active, and have fun with a 
friend.

•	 Information on a prevalent 
global health issue.

•	 Experience and resume con-
tent.

•	 Volunteering hours.

They Offer

•	 Donations.

•	 Word-of-mouth.

•	 Manpower.

•	 Willingness to bond and 
bridge with those in need.

•	 Insight and experience.

We Receive

•	 Funding.

•	 Increased presence.

•	 Manpower.

•	 Morale, enthusiasm, 
motivation, and success.

•	 Valuable data to optimize 
future promotion strategies.

Key Product Attributes Give-and-Take
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Our primary strategy is to increase CBI’s presence while positioning ourselves as a 
company with real data and real results. Rather than a campaign to receive as many 
donations as possible, we feel this is a campaign to strengthen social foundations and 
groundwork, and make future promotions easier, no matter what changes in strategies 
there might be. That is to say, this creative plan provides stability and flexibility for the 
years to come. We aim to:

Increase donor base:
Expand from Wisconsin and diversify, but strengthen ourselves first in our 
headquarters at Madison.

Create a more recognizable brand image:
A new logo with an easy to understand connotation, a contemporary but classic 
look gives us individuality and personality, and will persist with its simplicity and 
unique appeal.

Boost social media use:
Moms are getting tech-savvy and the aspiring young adults are all about it. When 
marketing anything online, you’d be hard-pressed to find someone without a 
facebook. Combined with real-time updates, this makes social media a juicy hub to 
disseminate and receive information, to increase outreach and presence.

Increase newsworthiness of press releases:
Rather than focus around “what do our readers need to know?” consider instead, 
“what would our readers like to hear?” From that demand, draw supply, then 
relate our issues to that supply. Facebook images with interesting trivia, twitter 
updates on relevant news, and newsletters with personal stories all fall into this 
category. You can determine newsworthiness by: proximity, relevance, timeliness, 
significance, prominence, and human interest.

There are many options we have for communicating and outreach but what will 
cement it all together is the soul of the campaign: “What if you couldn’t see?” Our 
messages are executed in a way to emphasize the worth of sight while bringing content 
to the table. It’s only a temporary nuisance for them, but for millions of people world-
wide, this is everyday reality. We want our audience to sympathize that inability to 
distinguish something with sight, and through that, find us as a venue to extend their 
sympathies in response to this call to action.

S t ra tegy ,  Object ives ,     Tone,  and Theme



Combat Blindness International
A solution in sight since 1984

iCB
Combat Blindness International

A solution in sight since 1984

To the left is a set of updated CBI logos. The monotone makes 
it easy to change to any color, to go anywhere. It is iconic. It 

is representative. It is clean-cut and modern, appealing to people 
of all ages and tastes for its natural ease and ability to fit on any 
document. See for yourselves where this logo goes... and it won’t 
just be on the printed materials.

Print Media
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Simple text obscures your vision of the image. At least you can see the text. For the 
truly blind, there is none. These announcements have only one purpose: to make 
people aware of our existence. A link directs them to the website where they can learn 
more about the cause, but for the time being, it’s enough that people know all it takes 
is $20 to change someone’s life drastically for the better.

These posters can be placed around places with relevance like hospitals and eye clinics, 
as well as places of frequence like community centers and libraries bulletin boards. 
A place of relevance brings out immediate sympathetic reaction and the suggestion 
need only be made once or twice. At a place of frequence, the same people return there 
time after time, causing repeated views, and the message is embedded through that 
repetition.

Posters
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Lanyards,
Bookmark (front and back),
and a business card.

The most recently updated brochure is well-made and does a good job of storytelling 
while incorporating statistics. We suggest distributing them to eye clinics, family 
clinics, community centers and other places where such brochures and fliers can be 
found.

Brochures should also be readily available at any events, hosted or attended, by CBI. 
This can be combined with other items like souveniers printed with the CBI logo and 
message. Although some of these example products may not be affordable options 
at present, they are not particularly expensive and are worthy investments once they 
become affordable.

Brochures, Handouts



In social media and businesses, Facebook and Twitter are 
matters of “Do-or-Die.” There is no compromise or substitute 

worthy of either but if you master both, your web audience will 
grow by leaps and bounds.

•	 Increase likes and followers
•	 Create a calendar outlining a tweeting schedule 

with topic suggestions
•	 Raise brand awareness 
•	 Generate website traffic 
•	 Increase donations through social media 

Facebook, Twitter
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Keep in mind the individuals and organizations who will be reading and responding 
to your posts. People interested in the daily issues Combat Blindness International 
(CBI) discusses often have connection to the cause or the eye health industry. For 
example:

•	 Optometrists and ophthalmologists 
•	 Optometry and opthalmology students
•	 Past donors

Beyond these groups, there are other organizations that would have vested interests 
in CBI if they were aware of the cause. These are organizations you want to eventually 
follow CBI on Facebook and Twitter, as they can lead to increased donations, articles 
in the news, and even more followers in the social media world. 

Other non-profit orgs
For example: ARVO - The Association for Research in Vision and 
Ophthalmology 

•	 Look at who they follow for suggestions
•	 Start conversations with groups like this to recruit more followers

News media outlets
Religious groups

It’s not only these people who both donate and use the internet either. With a majority 
of Americans reporting donations to charities each year, everyday people comprise a 
vast portion of potential donors.

Follow more people and orgs on Twitter (Strategic Following)
Other non-profit organizations 
Any Twitter accounts directly related to blindness, medicine/health 
People in the eye industry
People who use keywords in their tweets

Share valuable content 
Share helpful resources
Use lots of links 
Generate content people will want to pass on through retweets and shares

This will vary for different people. People who are there for CBI will care more 
about CBI events while people new to CBI might be more open to beautiful 
photos, heartwarming stories, inspirational messages, etc. 

Post frequently, but don’t spam.
Make your tweets with purpose and meaning
Spread tweets throughout the day

Applications like SocialOomph can help schedule your tweets so you can stash 
tweets and posts. The application will post them at times determined by you, 
automatically. 

Keep your tweets short, but Facebook posts can use detail.
You want people to retweet you, and to have room to use your twitter handle in the 
retweet. Use bitly.com or other link condensers.
However, Facebook has the capability to couple images with stories. Share photos 
with impact and tell the story behind it as concisely as possible. Move your 
audience to win them.

Talk to others 
If you engage in other people’s content they will engage in yours 
Retweet them, comment on their posts, reply to them.

Avoid too much promotion
Not every post should be about Combat Blindness directly 
Talk about things that your audience will care about, such as trivia, current events, 
links to relevant sites, cool news, etc. Relate to your audience and be a friend.

Use hashtags
Wisely, of course. Tag it for coverage and with purpose.

Have one regular tweet every day

Audience Strategy
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Promote CBI:
“What would you do to save your eyes? At Combat Blindness, it only costs $20 to save 
someone’s sight. http://bit.ly/Ze3Jwq #donate #charity”

Link to Blog:
“Yesterday, ________. http://bit.ly/9fmHpD What does this mean for _____? 
#healthnews”

Daily Tip:
“What you eat is how you see! http://on.webmd.com/ztX7ws What to eat to keep 
seeing for years to come. #healthyliving”

Trivia:
“This week’s trivia: We’re thinking of a famous British author who was both a knight 
and an Ophthalmologist. #trivia”

Photo:
A beautiful photo by Steve Gschmeissner. Eyes are beautiful both inside and out! 
http://bit.ly/V3Zijw #science #art”

CBI Update:
Guess what the CBI office is brewing this morning. Hint: it’s not coffee! But we’re 
doing that too. <link to update, either photo url or site url>

For Facebook posts, don’t treat them like tweets. Always share a picture because 
Facebook allows for that expression. There are a few types of post content you can use 
to engage your audience.

Emotional Appeal
When it’s a cause with a moving story, people have two successive reactions: like; 
share. This is a great way to build a support base from which friends of friends see 
CBI’s content in their feeds.

Humor Appeal and Cute Appeal
The reason humor appeal and cute appeal are so effective as advertising tools is 
because people will specifically tag friends who appreciate these appeals in any 
subsequent shares. Thus, posts with these appeals carry the taste-credibility of the 
friend who tags. These types of posts don’t have to relate directly to the cause but 
can be tangent. Be careful to not insult anyone with humor.

Information Appeal
Information appeal often includes detailed knowlege on a subject related to the 
image with a link to an external site that gives more complete information. This 
gets both likes and shares and, often, friend-tags.

Interaction Appeal
This type of appeal is often a call for opinions between two things. The image 
supports a game of opinion competition. “Like if _____. Share if _____.” This is a 
great way of getting likes and shares but only works if you have a decent-sized base 
already.

Personal Appeal
Personal appeals aren’t particularly good for getting shares or likes but are useful in 
bonding with your audience. CBI gives a glimpse of their office worlds and behind-
the-scenes operations to bring themselves closer to followers. That relatability is 
often coupled with excitement, anticipation, humor, or sympathies. This works best 
with a healthy-sized following of people who are willing to get close to the people 
behind a wonderful cause.

Tweet Schedule

Examples

Facebook Methods
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Example of Emotional Appeal

Facebook Example



Still-form media and social media have their individual 
pros but video and radio are both more dynamic forms of 

media, able to encompass many ideas over the course of time. 
This allows ideas to be built from one moment to the next as 
the media leads the viewer through a series of emotions and 
thoughts.

Youtube, Radio
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What would you do if you couldn’t see 
your child’s smiling face?

What would you do if you couldn’t work 
because you lost your sight? Eighty percent 
of cases of blindness are preventable or 
treatable.

You may have health insurance, but for
millions of people in third world countries 
that’s not an option.

What would you pay to see again?

At Combat Blindness International,

it only costs $20

to restore someone’s vision for life.

There is hope.

Donate now:
www.combatblindness.org.

This segment is meant for broadcast on YouTube to reach a mass audience in a simple 
and inexpensive way through emotional appeal.

Video
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To raise awareness of CBI and its cause, we aim to use donated air time to reach 
our target audience using emotional appeal by putting blindness in a first-person 
perspective. Thus we should be able to increase web traffic and, ultimately, 
donations.

Time: 30 seconds 
Agency: Combat Blindness International
Title: “What Would You Do to Save Your Sight?”

Did you know eighty percent of cases of blindness are preventable or treatable?

If you became one of the 37 million people suffering from blindness in the world, 
what would you do to save your sight?

You may have health insurance, but for millions of people in third world countries 
that’s not an option.

What would you pay to see your child’s smiling face?

At Combat Blindness International, it only costs $20 to restore someone’s vision for 
life.

Donate now: www.combatblindness.org.

Radio



In order to expand the donor base of Combat Blindness 
International (CBI)  and raise awareness for this organization, 

we have devised a three prong approach to reach our target 
audience. 

Outreach
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students would serve as a beneficial resource for both volunteering and generating 
awareness around the city.  CBI is in great need of manpower and UW-Madison 
students will help fill that void. Students are often looking for volunteering 
opportunities to add to their resumes. It is a win-win situation for both parties. 

The Lions Club
The Lions Club is the world’s largest service club and has 1.35 million members 
worldwide. The Lions Club would be an ideal partnership for CBI not only because 
of their large following and national presence, but also because The Lions Club 
works specifically with eye care and blindness. By partnering with The Lions Club 
chapter here on the UW-Madison campus, CBI can build a strong partnership with 
this organization while creating newsworthy content. This partnership can also be 
implemented in cities and college campuses across the nation at  one of The Lions 
Club’s 46,000 chapters.

The UW-Madison Lions Club has offered to set up a booth at the Union and 
distribute information about CBI as well as provide volunteers to this organization. By 
interacting with volunteers and allowing them to be a part of the work that CBI does, 
CBI can build a future donor base because the volunteers will have a connection to 
this organization. 

Additionally, CBI can partner with UW- Madison Lions Club and assist The Lions 
Club with their campus fundraisers, such as eyeglass collection, to help raise 
awareness for CBI. By assisting The Lions Club, CBI can create newsworthy content 
and tap into The Lions Club’s strong following. Members of The Lions Club who focus 
on issues of eyesight and blindness may also be interested in supporting CBI’s work, 
and will feel a stronger connection to CBI because of their partnership. The UW-
Madison Lions Club is also willing to allow CBI to distribute their brochures at these 
fundraising events. 

UW Lions Club Chapter 
Contact: Anna Marshall - amarshall3@wisc.edu

Student Leadership Program
- Leadership through Volunteering

This is a UW-Madison Registered Student Organization whose mission is to develop 
effective and essential leadership skills in students and student groups through 
comprehensive leadership education and diverse experiences.  Leadership Through 
Volunteering is a committee of the Student Leadership Program that focuses on 
civil engagement as a critical aspect of leadership development, which encourages 
students to seek service opportunities outside of their academic lives in order to better 
understand and appreciate their community as well as enhance their leadership skills.  
These students would benefit in honing their leadership skills through working with 
CBI.

Contact: Lauren Lynch - elynch2@wisc.edu

UW - Madison Greek Life
Greek houses focus much of their time and energy on philanthropic and volunteer 
efforts.The Greek system is the largest network of volunteers in the US, with members 
donating over 10 million hours of volunteer service each year. Of UW-Madison’s 
student population, 17% are involved in Greek life.  This is potentially a significant 
source of manpower for CBI. The following Greek Councils have enthusiastically 
agreed to help CBI through volunteering and possibly philanthropic partnerships.  

Interfraternity Council (IFC) - Owen Hull -ohull@wisc.edu
National Pan-Hellenic Council (NPHC) - Walter WIlliams - wwwilliams@wisc.edu
Panhellenic Council (PHA) - Lauren Howe - lehowe@wisc.edu

UW - Madison Student Athlete Volunteers
During the 2011-12 academic year, University of Wisconsin-Madison student-athletes 
volunteered over 3,500 hours of their time to community service events, activities and 
projects.
Wisconsin Athletics is committed to providing opportunities for our student-athletes 
to learn and pursue areas of social relevance while responding to the needs of the 
greater Madison community.

Contact: Kayla Gross - gross@athletics.wisc.edu

UW - Madison Students
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UW - Madison Pre-Optometry Club
In order to generate more donations, we decided to target those who place a great deal 
of importance on eyesight- Optometrists. Although, optometrists do not perform the 
cataract surgeries that CBI performs in developing countries, they still care a great 
deal about sight and have a sizeable income that allows them to donate. The average 
optometrist makes $132,052 a year, so a donation of $20 to save someone’s eyesight 
is very feasible for them (1). In order to target the future optometrists, we decided 
to first partner with UW-Madison’s Pre Optometry Club. A partnership with the Pre 
Optometry Club not only gives CBI a way to tap into future potential donors, but also 
expands CBI’s awareness and volunteer base on campus. Students in Pre Optometry 
club are often looking to expand their resumes and work with organizations related to 
their future career fields.

CBI can partner with Pre Optometry Club for events such as The EYEmazing Race 
and create a meaningful relationship with the members of this club that will encourage 
them to give back to CBI in the future. 

Pre Optometry Club 
Contacts: Shari Ahrar - sahrar@wisc.edu

Optometrist Offices
In addition, CBI can place their brochures at optometrist offices to help raise 
awareness and generate possible donors. People waiting in the optometrist office 
who read these brochures value good eyesight and have experienced the difficulties 
associated with poor vision. They can sympathize with those suffering from cataracts 
and can recognize the excellent value in the $20 surgery compared to the hundreds 
of dollars that they pay for glasses alone. CBI can begin by placing their brochures 
in Madison optometrist offices, such as Wisconsin Vision, then branch out to their 
27 stores statewide.  CBI can implement this program nationally by using national 
optometry chains, or by using schoolmates and alumni of the optometry stores that 
the brochures are already placed in.

Wisconsin Vision
Contact: Kelsey (608) 246-5100

McPherson Eye Research Institute
The McPherson Eye Research Institute at the University of Wisconsin is a 
multidisciplinary community of scholars working to gain critical knowledge about the 
science and art of vision and apply it to the prevention of blindness.

The McPherson Eye Research Institute has offered to send out promotional material 
to their entire membership base and email list in order to increase general awareness 
of CBI. In this outreach, they will present their contact list with the opportunity to 
volunteer for the Eyemazing Race (see Event.)

McPherson Eye Research Institute 
Contact: Michael Chaim - chaim@wisc.edu

Through our research, we found that those with a religious affiliation are more likely 
to donate to charity, which is why we decided to raise awareness for CBI amongst 
religious groups in the Madison community. First, we want to reach out to religious 
groups in Madison. Brochures can be distributed to these locations to raise awareness 
and generate donors.

Additionally, we found through research that charitable activity tends to be at its 
highest among Americans aged 30 and older, which is why we decided to target 
religious schools in our outreach campaign. The schools chosen not only have a 
religious affiliation, but the parents of the students that attend these schools are likely 
in the target age range. 

Some schools have offered to pass on information about CBI for potential projects for 
student-run organizations, such as high school honor societies.

Abundant Life Christian School
Contact: Barbara Wiers - bwiers@mail.alcs.us

St. Paul’s University Catholic Center
 Open to setting up a booth outside Mass to promote and fundraise
 Contact: Fr. Eric Nielsen - enielsen@uwcatholic.org
Cathedral Parish 
 Offered Young Adult Group as volunteers
 Contact: Nicole Carter - nacarter1119@gmail.com

Optometry

Religious Groups,
Schools



We designed a memorable, unique, and highly integrated 
event as the keystone of CBI’s foundations, one with 

potential to become an annual tradition. This is the flagship of 
promotion and presence for CBI as it will reach people of all 
ages.

Event
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run-for-causes, especially to position itself uniquely within its hometown 
here in Madison. The solution? 

The Eyemazing race.

Rather than a race, it more resembles an obstacle course where contestants 
participate in pairs. The partners must pass through each predetermined 
checkpoint and complete the activities acceptably at each location before 
being allowed onto the next checkpoint. One partner must be blindfolded 
at all times while the other partner guides and the blindfold is switched at 
every check point.

Each activity is designed to simulate an everyday action that someone 
might take for granted until blindfolded to simulate blindness. Teams 
are graded on their pace as well as the quality of their performance to 
discourage unnecessary accidents or injuries. Winners are presented a 
reward for their efforts at the end of the event. All participants, including 
volunteers, receive a set of goodies to take home.

Combat Blindness International Presents...

The EyeMazing Race
Grab a partner and take part 

in our fi rst-annual blind 
scavenger hunt, the 

EyeMazing Race.

Participants will be asked 
to complete a wide range 
of fun activities all to raise 
awareness about blindness!

Registration costs $15 and all proceeds benefi t

Combat Blindness International

WHEN: April 21, 2013
WHERE: UW-Madison Campus
HOW: Registration for the event 
is NOW OPEN online at 
www.combatblindness.org

Combat Blindness International
A solution in sight since 1984

The Eyemazing Race
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•	 Top of Bascom (behind Lincoln) - Pour a cup of water from a pitcher into a 

plastic cup
•	 Bascom Hill - Throw a frisbee to your partner
•	 College Library - Check a book out of the library (reach out to an employee to 

help facilitate activity) 
•	 A table in the Memorial Union - Sign your name on an attendance sheet (to 

simulate a large lecture that passes around an attendance sheet where you have 
to find your printed name and sign next to it)

•	 Scenic Overlook (on observatory) - Mail a letter (need to fold a letter, stuff it in 
an envelope, and put a fake stamp on it)

•	 A table in Library Mall - Find 17 cents from a jar of change
•	 A table in East Campus Mall - Fold Laundry

Format:
Two-person groups
One person wears blindfold at each activity
Stops around campus
2 hours to complete as many stations as you can
$15 entry fee per person
$20 entry fee for day-of registration

Party Favors:
Each participant will receive a pair of sunglasses, bandana and frisbee to take 
home.
“Combat Blindness” will be written on one side  of merchandise while 
“#TheEYEmazingRace” will be written on the other side

Benefits for CBI
•	 Raising funds
•	 Raising awareness - through both participants and anyone around campus 

during the event who sees it in progress. People walking around campus this 
day will see participants blindfolded, performing these tasks and will become 
curious as to the reason. The idea is upon hearing that it is to support CBI, they 
will take some initiative to learn more.

•	 The participants will go home with sunglasses as the favors for the event, 
the blindfolds, and a frisbee per pair. All of these will have either “Combat 
Blindness” or the logo printed on it. The idea is that the participants will use 
some of these items after the event, and with others, so that general awareness 
of CBI increases.

Prospective Date: April 21, 2013

Same-Day Registration: 11:30

Event Time: 12:00 - 2:00

Pre-Registration: March 1, 2013

Rain Date: April 28

Funding
Each participant pays $15 for the event ($20 if it is day-of). Since the participants 
are working in teams of two, each team will be donating $30 for the event. $20 will 
be allocated towards CBI and the remaining $10 will be used for the event’s cost. 
This ensures that CBI will not have to pay any extra money for the cost of the event. 
We suggest asking Einsteins for refreshments and bagels as they have donated to 
non-profit organization events in the past.

Greek councils are potentially interested in fundraising for the event  

On the UW-Madison Campus, Buffalo Wild Wings, Mia Zas, and Candy Candy 
have worked with nonprofit organizations, donating part of proceeds to the 
organization in the past. We suggest reaching out to them and asking them to 
donate to CBI on the day of the event, for example giving a portion to CBI for 
every person who purchases something that day. 

Advertising/Promotion
•	 Email entire student body
•	 Hash tag for the event to use in tweets
•	 #TheEYEmazingRace
•	 Advertise the event on campus radio station (WSUM) - free
•	 Send out email campaign after the event to encourage donations

Volunteers.
•	 Need people at each station
•	 3 Greek Councils confirmed they are willing to supply volunteers
•	 Leading through Volunteering (Student Leadership Program) agreed to make 

this event one of their volunteering events.
•	 Morgridge Center (UW-Madison’s center for public service)
•	 UW athletics (athletes volunteer 3,500 hours each year)
•	 UW- Lions Club Chapter
•	 Pre-Optometry Club
•	 Local high school clubs/honor societies who perform community service

General Overview
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Post-Event E-mail
Teams who successfully complete all seven activities will be featured in an 
e-newsletter with a recap of the event
This will be sent out to all of the event participants and those in CBI’s donor 
database
Post-event viral campaign will be sent to all participants for them to send to their 
friends and families

Target
The majority of the participants will most likely be students, simply because of the 
proximity of the event to campus. The organizations in the outreach section will 
also serve as points of promotion for the Eyemazing Race. Promotional materials 
will be distributed to Optometrists offices, local churches and youth groups, UW-
Madison Greek houses, and around campus. Since CBI has a need for a new and 
younger generation of donors, targeting students will be a good approach. Even if 
the students don’t have the funds to donate further at this point in time, when they 
establish themselves in the workforce, Combat Blindness will be a top-of-mind 
charity.

Combat Blindness International
P.O. Box 5332

Madison, WI 53705
(608) 238-7777

wwwcombatblindness.org
For more information, contact:

Melissa Witte at
mwitte@combatblindness.org

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Combat Blindness International to host the first ever EYEmazing Race

MADISON, WI (DATE) Combat Blindness International (CBI) today announced 
it will host the first ever EYEmazing Race, April 21, 2013 at 12:00 pm., around the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison campus. Cost is $15 a person and all proceeds 
will go to CBI.

The event will offer participants an opportunity to complete daily tasks from the 
perspective of someone who cannot see clearly. In teams of two, partners will take 
turns engaging in various activities that would seem rather natural to people with 
sight, but are of great difficulty to those who cannot see. CBI hopes the EYEmazing 
Race becomes a tradition at the University of Wisconsin and will eventually be a 
widespread event, reaching college campuses around the country.

CBI is a non-profit health organization dedicated to eradicating preventable 
blindness in the developing world. “It is the responsibility of the fortunate to help 
the less fortunate,” said CBI founder and director, Suresh Chandra, M.D. For just 
$20 CBI ensures a blind man, woman, or child sees again.

If you are interested in participating in the event, sponsoring the event, learning 
more about CBI’s mission or saving sight through donating please visit www.
combatblindness.org.

###

Combat Blindness International is a nonprofit organization that works to improve 
the access and delivery of eye care to individuals around the world. Founded in 
1984 and headquartered in Madison, WI, CBI has been at the forefront of delivering 
quality eye care to prevent blindness caused by many factors such as malnutrition, 
illness or physical damage. For more information about CBI, please visit www.
combatblindness.org.
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UW Lions Club Chapter
Offered to provide volunteers for this event
Contact: Anna Marshall - amarshall3@wisc.edu

Student Leadership Program- Leadership Through Volunteering
 Offered to provide volunteers for this event
 Contact: Lauren Lynch - elynch2@wisc.edu

UW-Madison Student Athlete Volunteers
 Interesting in having a UW Athletic team volunteer at this event

Contact: Kayla Gross - gross@athletics.wisc.edu

UW Pre Optometry Club
 Interested in volunteering at, or participating in this event
 Contacts: Shari Ahrar - sahrar@wisc.edu

Cathedral Parish
 Offered Young Adult Group as volunteers

Contact: Nicole Carter - nacarter1119@gmail.com

Morgridge Center for Public Service
 Will post event on their volunteer activity calendar
 Contact: Megan Miller - vista@morgridge.wisc.edu

Event Promotion & Generating Participants
WSUM Radio
 Agreed to play a radio advertisement for free
 Contact Steven Horn - sjhorn2@wisc.edu 

UW Lions Club Chapter
Agreed to set up a booth at the Union to pass out fliers and register students for event.
Contact: Anna Marshall - amarshall3@wisc.edu

Wisconsin Vision
 Agreed to allow event flier in their Madison offices
 Contact: Kelsey (608) 246-5100

St. Paul’s University Catholic Center
 Open to setting up a booth outside Mass to promote event
Contact: Fr. Eric Nielsen - enielsen@uwcatholic.org

The McPherson Eye Research Institute
Agreed to send out promotional materials to their entire email list to generate 
participants

 Contact: Michael Chaim - chaim@wisc.edu

Sponsors

UW Greek Life
Interested in having a greek organization on campus sponsor and volunteer at 
this event
Contacts: Interfraternity Council (IFC) - Owen Hull - ohull@wisc.edu
National Pan-Hellenic Council (NPHC) - Walter WIlliams - wwwilliams@wisc.
edu
Panhellenic Council (PHA) - Lauren Howe - lehowe@wisc.edu

Bob’s Copy Shop
 Interesting in providing free fliers for this event
 Contact: Amy Pigott - amy@bobscopyshop.com

Einstein Bros Bagels
When the event is finalized, submit the Sponsorship and Donation application 
here http://www.einsteinbros.com/business_opportunities/availability

Buffalo Wild Wings
When the event is finalized, submit the Sponsorship and Donation application 
here:
http://www.buffalowildwings.com/PageFiles/1127/bww_ewrf_application.pdf

Campus Candy
 When the event is finalized, call for Donation application  
 Contact: (608) 230-6056 

Contact List
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Dear Fun-loving friend,

Please join us on Sunday, April 21st for the first annual EYEmazing Race 
hosted by Combat Blindness International. 

Combat Blindness International would like to invite you and a partner 
to participate in The EYEmazing Race, a blindfolded adventure through 
campus. The EYEmazing Race challenges you and your partner navigate 
your way around campus and complete activities at a series of pit stops while 
one of you is blindfolded. Each pit stop will involve an everyday activity that 
the blindfolded member of each team must complete in order to move on to 
the next leg of the race. All teams will be given two hours to complete seven 
events around campus.

The event fee is $30 per team of two. The event fee will cover the cost of one 
cataract surgery to save the eyesight of someone in need. 

Teams can pre register for the event online at www.combatblindness.org, 
or register the day of the event at the sign-in table located in Library Mall 
outside of Memorial Library. The event will be held from 12:00-2:00pm. 

Please see the attached flier for more information

Sincerely,
The CBI team

After the event all of the participants will receive the following email to send 
out to their friends and family members as part of The EYEmazing Race viral 
campaign.

Dear ____________,

This weekend I participated in The EYEmazing Race, a blindfolded event 
on campus that involved a series of activities and pit stops. My partner and I 
took turns being blindfolded as we ventured around campus and completed 
simple everyday tasks that were not so simple once we were blindfolded. 
In the two hour allotted time period, we were able to complete _/7 tasks, 
_________ being the most difficult.

The event was hosted by Combat Blindness International, a non-profit 
organization that is headquartered in Madison and provides cost-effective 
cataract surgeries in the developing world. Combat Blindness International is 
able to provide a cataract surgery for just $20. 

After participating in this event, I realized how important my eyesight is 
and how much of an impact Combat Blindness International is able to make 
by restoring vision through cataract surgeries. I am happy to say that by 
participating in this event, my partner and I were able to provide a cataract 
surgery for someone in need. 

To learn more about Combat Blindness International, or to see pictures and 
videos from this weekends event, please visit their website at
www.combatblindness.org

Event Email Post-Event
Viral Campaign
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Thank you for participating in Combat Blindness International’s first annual 
EYEmazing Race! You and your partner will be starting this event at pit stop 
#____. Attached is a map of all of the pit stop numbers and locations. You 
should have received your bandana, sunglasses and team numbers at the 
registration table. 

After completing each pit stop, you and your partner will switch off who is 
blindfolded by the bandada before moving on to the next pit stop. There are a 
total of 7 pit stops to complete and you have 2 hours to do so. 

Rules:
1. No running throughout this event
2. Stick with your partner at all times
3. One member of your team must be blindfolded at all times

Please feel free to tweet pictures at @CombatBlindness #TheEYEmazingRace 
throughout this event. Additionally, look for an email from Combat Blindness 
International within the next week that includes event results, pictures and 
videos.

30 seconds graciously donated by WSUM student radio.

On April 21st, Combat Blindness International with hold its first annual 
EYEmazing Race event, benefitting the end of preventable blindness in the 
developing world. Beginning at noon on the UW Madison campus, participants 
will spend the afternoon experiencing the world through the eyes of the blind, 
attempting to perform day-to-day tasks without the use of their sight. Cost to 
participate is $15, which will be used to restore the vision of someone in need. 
For more information, visit www.combatblindness.org.

Radio Announcement

Day of Event Handout
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#socialgood
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#volunteers
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